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Discusses how and why to configure and develop Web applications with Struts and other Jakarta technologies using the
model-view controller design pattern in Java.
Provides example programs and their source code to explore concepts and technologies including Enterprise
JavaBeans, JavaServer Pages, Java Message Service, and Java Naming and Directory Interface.
Looking to study up for the new J2EE 1.5 Sun Certified Web Component Developer (SCWCD) exam? This book will get
you way up to speed on the technology you'll know it so well, in fact, that you can pass the brand new J2EE 1.5 exam. If
that's what you want to do, that is. Maybe you don't care about the exam, but need to use servlets and JSPs in your next
project. You're working on a deadline. You're over the legal limit for caffeine. You can't waste your time with a book that
makes sense only AFTER you're an expert (or worse, one that puts you to sleep). Learn how to write servlets and JSPs,
what makes a web container tick (and what ticks it off), how to use JSP's Expression Language (EL for short), and how to
write deployment descriptors for your web applications. Master the c:out tag, and get a handle on exactly what's changed
since the older J2EE 1.4 exam. You don't just pass the new J2EE 1.5 SCWCD exam, you'll understand this stuff and put
it to work immediately. Head First Servlets and JSP doesn't just give you a bunch of facts to memorize; it drives
knowledge straight into your brain. You'll interact with servlets and JSPs in ways that help you learn quickly and deeply.
And when you're through with the book, you can take a brand-new mock exam, created specifically to simulate the real
test-taking experience.
JDBC is the key Java technology for relational database access. Oracle is arguably the most widely used relational
database platform in the world. In this book, Donald Bales brings these two technologies together, and shows you how to
leverage the full power of Oracle's implementation of JDBC. You begin by learning the all-important mysteries of
establishing database connections. This can be one of the most frustrating areas for programmers new to JDBC, and
Donald covers it well with detailed information and examples showing how to make database connections from
applications, applets, Servlets, and even from Java programs running within the database itself. Next comes thorough
coverage of JDBC's relational SQL features. You'll learn how to issue SQL statements and get results back from the
database, how to read and write data from large, streaming data types such as BLOBs, CLOBs, and BFILEs, and you'll
learn how to interface with Oracle's other built-in programming language, PL/SQL. If you're taking advantage of the
Oracle's relatively new ability to create object tables and column objects based on user-defined datatypes, you'll be
pleased with Don's thorough treatment of this subject. Don shows you how to use JPublisher and JDBC to work
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seamlessly with Oracle database objects from within Java programs. You'll also learn how to access nested tables and
arrays using JDBC. Donald concludes the book with a discussion of transaction management, locking, concurrency, and
performance--topics that every professional JDBC programmer must be familiar with. If you write Java programs to run
against an Oracle database, this book is a must-have.
JSP Examples and Best Practices takes basic JSP and applies sound architectural principles and design patterns to give
the average developer the tools to build scalable enterprise applications using JSP.
Shows how to design and implement, flexible, extensible, and maintainable applications with servlets and JSP. Covers
authentication and internationalization techniques for JSP. Covers using XML and XSLT with JSP.
This is a roll model book for self learning and getting expertization in java database and Web technologies as JDBC,
Servlet, JSP, JSTL and JSF. This book is not only useful for self updating readers but also useful for the readers who
already known the concepts and get more indept knowledge on the topic this book is titled. This book gives complete
information on the JDBC, Servlet, JSP and JSTL technologies and presents the information in a simple to learn
approach. Special Features Table of Content Getting Started with Web Applications in Java Getting Started with
JDBC Working with JDBC APIs Implementing JDBC Statements and ResultSets Describing AdvancedJDBC
Concepts Understanding Servlets Understanding Request Processing and HTTP Handling Sessions in Servlets
Implementing Filters, Listeners, and Wrappers Introduction to JSP Working with JSP Basic Tags and Implicit Objects
Working with JavaBeans and Action Tags in JSP Enhancing the JSP Tags Support Understanding JSP Expression
Langauage Implementing Internationalization Working with JSP Standard Tag Library (JSTL) Working with
JavaServer Faces Working with Web Design Patterns Implementing Security in Web Applications
CodeNotes provides the most succinct, accurate, and speedy way for a developer to ramp up on a new technology or
language. Unlike other programming books, CodeNotes drills down to the core aspects of a technology, focusing on the
key elements needed in order to understand it quickly and implement it immediately. It is a unique resource for
developers, filling the gap between comprehensive manuals and pocket reference. CodeNotes for J2EE: EJB, JDBC,
JSP, and Servlets introduces Java developers to the key database and web development technologies of the Java 2
Platform, Enterprise Edition. The JDBC API, JavaServer Pages, and Servlet frameworks are covered individually with
examples that show how these technologies work together to create robust, dynamic web-based applications. The book
also explains how to use Enterprise JavaBeans to create large, distributed, scalable applications. This edition of
CodeNotes includes: -A global overview of a technology and explanation of what problems it can be used to solve -Realworld examples -"How and Why," "Design Notes," and "Bugs and Caveats" sections that provide hints, tricks,
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workarounds, and tips on what should be taken advantage of or avoided -Instructions and classroom-style tutorials
throughout from expert trainers and software developers Visit www.codenotes.com for updates, source code templates,
access to message boards, and discussion of specific problems with CodeNotes authors and other developers. Every
CodeNotes title is written and reviewed by a team of commercial software developers and technology experts. See
"About the Authors" at the beginning of the book for more information.
Provides information on using servlets and JavaServer Pages to create Web applications that use the MVC pattern.
This is a unique book for self learning and getting expertization in java database and Web technologies as JDBC, Servlet,
JSP, JSTL and JSF. This book is not only useful for self updating readers but also useful for the readers who already
known the concepts and get more indept knowledge on the topic this book is titled. This book gives complete information
on the JDBC, Servlet, JSP and JSTL technologies and presents the information in a simple to learn approach. · Getting
Started with Web Applications in Java· Getting Started with JDBC· Working with JDBC APIs· Implementing JDBC
Statements and ResultSets· Describing AdvancedJDBC Concepts· Understanding Servlets· Understanding Request
Processing and HTTP· Handling Sessions in Servlets· Implementing Filters, Listeners, and Wrappers· Introduction to
JSP· Working with JSP Basic Tags and Implicit Objects· Working with JavaBeans and Action Tags in JSP· Enhancing the
JSP Tags Support· Understanding JSP Expression Langauage· Implementing Internationalization· Working with JSP
Standard Tag Library (JSTL)· Working with JavaServer Faces· Working with Web Design Patterns· Implementing
Security in Web Applications
ADVANCED JAVA: This book is especially for those who have basic knowledge of JAVA and want to learn some
advanced features of JAVA like Applet, AWT, SWINGs, Servlet, JDBC, JSP etc... Also every one with interest in
ADVANCED JAVA can refer this book to get the knowledge of secure Web Application Development using Swing, JDBC,
Servlet and JSP. It covers virtually most of core features and some of the advanced features of Web site Development
including more than hands on examples tested in popular Web browser like Chrome, IE and Firefox and platforms like
Apache Web Server and WampServer. Most of code samples are presented in easy to use way through any simple text
editor starting from notepad. Throughout the book most of the programming features are explained through syntax and
examples to develop state-of-the-art Web applications.
· 280 JSP-Servlet Interview Questions · 78 HR Interview Questions · Real life scenario based questions · Strategies to
respond to interview questions · 2 Aptitude Tests JSP-Servlet Interview Questions You'll Most Likely Be Asked is a
perfect companion to stand a head above the rest in today's competitive job market. Rather than going through
comprehensive, textbook-sized reference guides, this book includes only the information required immediately for job
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search to build an IT career. This book puts the interviewee in the driver's seat and helps them steer their way to impress
the interviewer. The following is included in this book: (a) 280 JSP-Servlet Interview Questions, Answers and proven
strategies for getting hired as an IT professional (b) Dozens of examples to respond to interview questions (c) 78 HR
Questions with Answers and proven strategies to give specific, impressive, answers that help nail the interviews (d) 2
Aptitude Tests download available on www.vibrantpublishers.com
Write, adapt, deploy, and debug powerful and robust applications with help from this comprehensive resource. Learn how
JSPs integrate with Enterprise JavaBeans and JDBC, and how they communicate with other Web components, including
Perl, CGI, servlets, and applets. Well-suited for both experienced JSP developers and those new to JSP technology, this
book is an ideal reference.
Provides real-world Web application development problems and practical solutions and hundreds of examples and
sample code for Java Web developers who use JavaServer Pages or servlets, along with useful tips, techniques, tools,
and shortcuts.
This book is a thorough introduction to Java Message Service (JMS), the standard Java application program interface
(API) from Sun Microsystems that supports the formal communication known as "messaging" between computers in a
network. JMS provides a common interface to standard messaging protocols and to special messaging services in
support of Java programs. The messages exchange crucial data between computers, rather than between
users--information such as event notification and service requests. Messaging is often used to coordinate programs in
dissimilar systems or written in different programming languages.Using the JMS interface, a programmer can invoke the
messaging services of IBM's MQSeries, Progress Software's SonicMQ, and other popular messaging product vendors. In
addition, JMS supports messages that contain serialized Java objects and messages that contain Extensible Markup
Language (XML) pages.Messaging is a powerful new paradigm that makes it easier to uncouple different parts of an
enterprise application. Messaging clients work by sending messages to a message server, which is responsible for
delivering the messages to their destination. Message delivery is asynchronous, meaning that the client can continue
working without waiting for the message to be delivered. The contents of the message can be anything from a simple text
string to a serialized Java object or an XML document.Java Message Service shows how to build applications using the
point-to-point and publish-and-subscribe models; how to use features like transactions and durable subscriptions to make
an application reliable; and how to use messaging within Enterprise JavaBeans. It also introduces a new EJB type, the
MessageDrivenBean, that is part of EJB 2.0, and discusses integration of messaging into J2EE.
Explains how non-programmers can create dynamic Web sites Covers related topics such as Servlets, JSTL, Jakarta
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Struts, and more! Includes a valuable CD-ROM with Tomcat, useful libraries such as the standard tag library and Struts,
all the code examples from the book and several utilities from Canetoad Software Over 12,000 units sold of the previous
edition
Direct from the Source! The authoritative step-by-step guide to developing enterprise applications for Java EE.
Servlets and JavaServer Pages provide a powerful, efficient, portable, and secure alternative to CGI programming for
developing professional e-commerce sites and other Web-enabled applications.
Servlet and JavaServer Pages (JSP) are the underlying technologies for developing web applications in Java. They are
essential for any programmer to master in order to effectively use frameworks such as JavaServer Faces, Struts 2 or
Spring MVC. Covering Servlet 3.1 and JSP 2.3, this book explains the important programming concepts and design
models in Java web development as well as related technologies and new features in the latest versions of Servlet and
JSP. With comprehensive coverage and a lot of examples, this book is a guide to building real-world applications.
The experienced developer's guide to JavaServer Pages development explains database access, XML support,
JavaBean integration, and much more. Includes several complete sample JSP applications such as an authentication
framework, an email tag library, and a Database-to-XML/XSL conversion tool Sun's JavaServer Pages technology.
Opens with a chapter discussing the details of the SCWCD certification exam and process, then offers an overview of
web applications as well as the servlet and JSP technologies, and, finally, covers each of the exam's thirteen objectives.
Original. (All Users)
Describes the features and capabilities of servlets and JavaServer Pages in building enterprise-class applications.
Java for Web with Servlets, JSP and EJB is the one book you need to master Java web programming. It covers all the
technologies needed to program web applications in Java using Servlets 2.3, JSP 1.2, EJB 2.0 and client-side
programming with JavaScript. These technologies are explained in the context of real-world projects, such as an ecommerce application, a document management program, file upload and programmable file download, and an XMLbased online book project. In addition to excellent content, this book includes licenses to two Java web components from
BrainySoftware.com. You receive a full license of the Programmable File Download component for commercial and noncommercial deployment. You are also granted to a license to deploy the author's popular File Upload bean for noncommercial use, which has been licensed by the Fortune 500 company Commerce One and purchased by major
corporations such as Saudi Business Machine, Ltd. and Baxter Healthcare Corporation.
Servlets are an exciting and important technology that ties Java to the Web, allowing programmers to write Java
programs that create dynamic web content.Java Servlet Programming covers everything Java developers need to know
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to write effective servlets. It explains the servlet lifecycle, showing how to use servlets to maintain state information
effortlessly. It also describes how to serve dynamic web content, including both HTML pages and multimedia data, and
explores more advanced topics like integrated session tracking, efficient database connectivity using JDBC, appletservlet communicaton, interservlet communication, and internationalization. Readers can use the book's numerous realworld examples as the basis for their own servlets.The second edition has been completely updated to cover the new
features of Version 2.2 of the Java Servlet API. It introduces chapters on servlet security and advanced communication,
and also introduces several popular tools for easier integration of servlet technology with dynamic web pages. These
tools include JavaServer Pages (JSP), Tea, XMLC, and the Element Construction Set.In addition to complete coverage
of 2.2 specification, Java Servlet programming, 2nd Edition, also contains coverage of the new 2.3 final draft
specification.
Java technology is rapidly becoming the standard tool for building dynamic web sites and connecting web front ends to databases and
applications on a server. However, very few books are available on servlet and JSP, especially those that cover recent versions of the
specification, advanced techniques or reflect on real-world experience. This book intends to bridge this gap. Key Features Extensive
coverage of: • JDBC architecture and the different types of drivers • Basic SQL commands • RowSet and transaction management • Servlet
API and its life cycle • Form validation • ServletConfig and ServletContext • Servlet chaining and session tracking • JSP and its life cycle •
JSP tag and JSTL tag • JSP chaining and session tracking
JavaServer Pages (JSP) is harmonizing how web designers and programmers create dynamic web pages. The reason for this is simple: JSP
capitalizes on the power of Java servlets to create effective, reusable web applications.JSP allows you to develop robust, powerful web
content, and the best part is that you're not required to be a hard-core Java programmer.JavaServer Pages Pocket Reference is the perfect
companion volume to O'Reilly's best-selling JavaServer Pages, also by Hans Bergsten. This book provides detailed coverage of JSP syntax
and processing, directive elements, standard action elements, scripting elements, implicit objects, custom actions, tag library description
creation, and WARs.
Demonstrates Web programming fundamentals, covering JSPs, Web applications, servlets, application servers, initializing, error pages,
applets, JavaBeans, and extending functionality with tag libraries and multiple JSPs.
Explains how to use server-side technology to generate dynamic content in online applications, including dynamic Web scripting, JSP
components, databases, and tag-based Java programming.
This second edition of this bestselling guide is updated to reflect the Servlet API 2.2, how to effectively deploy a servlet-based application,
security and user authentication, and explain the new JSP technology and new information on databases and JDBC. The CD-ROM includes
an updated sample servlet code.
JavaServer Pages (JSP) and Servlets are nowadays being extensively used to develop web application software. This book provides a
comprehensive coverage of the fundamental and the advanced concepts of JavaServer Pages (JSP) and Servlets. It focuses on Server-side
Programming using JSP and Servlets; JSP with MySQL; JSP with XML; the Expression Language; JSP Standard Tag Library; Custom Tag
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Library; Application Event Listeners and Filters. While discussing JSP with MySQL and JSP with XML, the fundamentals of Database
Programming and XML are covered in order to lay a proper foundation for discussing SQL and XML tags of JSTL. Similarly, the concept of
time zones, locales and resource bundles are explained in detail before discussing JSTL and formatting tags. A separate chapter is dedicated
to each of the four tag libraries—Core; SQL; XML; and formatting with detailed coverage of custom tags. The book is designed primarily for the
undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer science and engineering, and computer applications. The IT professionals working on
Advanced Web technologies and Web Component Development will also find this book useful. KEY FEATURES Sample Programs in each
chapter Theory Questions at the end of each chapter for checking the student’s grip on the topic Programming Questions at the end of each
chapter to test the ability of the reader to apply conceptual knowledge in practical situations
The book is written in such a way that learners without any background in programming are able to follow and understand it entirely. It
discusses the concepts of Java in a simple and straightforward language with a clear cut explanation, without beating around the bush.On
reading the book, readers are able to write simple programs on their own, as this is the first requirement to become a Java Programmer. The
book provides ample solved programs which could be used by the students not only in their examinations but also to remove the fear of
programming from their minds.After reading the book, the students gain the confidence to apply for a software development company, face
the interview board and come out successful. The book covers sample interview questions which were asked in various interviews. It helps
students to prepare for their future careers.
"Pure JSP" is a professional reference for experienced Java and Java Servlets developers. It delivers a conceptual overview of JavaServer
Pages technology and its related components and provides thousands of lines of commercial-quality JSP code.

This book presents JSP and EJB to the HTML-savvy Java programmer, with a caveat: any Java developer interested indeveloping
multi-tiered distributed applications needs to know something about a range of J2EE APIs. That said,knowing JSP will allow a
programmer to create dynamic web content (easier than with Java Servlets) and knowing EJBwill allow a programmer to
encapsulate data as objects and create reusable code components. In short, knowing JSPand EJB will take a programmer a good
majority of the way along the path of J2EE application development. The first section discusses J2EE in more depth, with special
emphasis on how and where JSP and EJB fit in. The second section covers JavaServer Pages including numerous JSP
examples. The book provides the JSP's for the main application developed and dissected, a hotel booking application. The final
part covers Enterprise JavaBeans. The bulkof this section is creating and analyzing EJBs to work with the JSPs developed earlier
in the book. By the end of the book, the hotel booking application is complete. This Unlimited Edition stays up to date long after
other publications. A companion Web site includes all the code and examples from the book, and is updated to include new
chapters, programs, and other related material.
Threads are a fundamental part of the Java platform. As multicore processors become the norm, using concurrency effectively
becomes essential for building high-performance applications. Java SE 5 and 6 are a huge step forward for the development of
concurrent applications, with improvements to the Java Virtual Machine to support high-performance, highly scalable concurrent
classes and a rich set of new concurrency building blocks. In Java Concurrency in Practice , the creators of these new facilities
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explain not only how they work and how to use them, but also the motivation and design patterns behind them. However,
developing, testing, and debugging multithreaded programs can still be very difficult; it is all too easy to create concurrent
programs that appear to work, but fail when it matters most: in production, under heavy load. Java Concurrency in Practice arms
readers with both the theoretical underpinnings and concrete techniques for building reliable, scalable, maintainable concurrent
applications. Rather than simply offering an inventory of concurrency APIs and mechanisms, it provides design rules, patterns, and
mental models that make it easier to build concurrent programs that are both correct and performant. This book covers: Basic
concepts of concurrency and thread safety Techniques for building and composing thread-safe classes Using the concurrency
building blocks in java.util.concurrent Performance optimization dos and don'ts Testing concurrent programs Advanced topics such
as atomic variables, nonblocking algorithms, and the Java Memory Model
A techniques-oriented cookbook for Java servlet programming furnishes a variety of ready-to-use solutions to hundreds of
common programming problems and includes more than two hundred working samples that cover such topics as database
access, dynamic Web page creation, legacy systems, e-commerce, and more. Original. (Intermediate)
This book is a collection of tutorial notes and sample codes written by the author while he was learning JVM GC (Garbage
Collection) processes. Topics include Java Garbage Collectors, STW (Stop-The-World), Serial Collector, Parallel Collector,
Concurrent Collector, G1 Collector, GC Algorithms, Generational GC, Regional GC, Heap Memory Management, Young/New
Generation, Tenured/Old Generation, Object Reference, Eden Space, Survivor Spaces, Minor GC, Major GC, Full GC,
Performance Tuning, Throughput/Latency Performance, Heap Footprint. Updated in 2019 (Version 1.10) with JVM 12. For latest
updates and free sample chapters, visit http://www.herongyang.com/Java-GC.
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